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know your libertarian history the great tax revolt of the - know your libertarian history the great tax revolt of the 1970s
one of the great libertarian victories of the past few decades was the tax revolt of the late 1970s and early 1980s the
inflation of the 1970s caused higher property taxes and income tax bracket creep which led to california s proposition 13 the
kemp roth tax cut bill, to what extent was the tax revolt of the 1970s and 1980s - to what extent was the tax revolt of the
1970s and 1980s as much an attack on government programs in principle as it was a frustration with high taxes,
proposition 13 paved way for tax revolts across u s los - one of the most significant milestones of the anti tax movement
came two years later in 1980 like the country s first tax revolt it occurred in massachusetts a state derisively dubbed, tax
history project the meaning of a tax revolt - tax revolts like all historical phenomena are complex contested and
sometimes incoherent they are not simply or always a protest against big government hidden social policy in california for
instance the tax revolt represented at least for some of its early leaders an embrace of activist government, the tax revolt
turns 20 hoover institution - institutionalizing the tax revolt mitchell found that between 1980 and 1992 tax revenues grew
about 20 percent less in supermajority states than in other states while spending grew 9 percent less economic growth in
supermajority states was 8 percent higher than other states and job growth was 5 percent higher, the tax revolt agecon
search - a review of the types of services which state governments provide and the actual population served affords some
insight into the source of the tax revolt in conclusion the tax revolt went through a heightened period of activity from 1978
through 1980 and then a prolonged lull from 1980 through 1983, tax revolts some succeed most don t the new york
times - the biggest modern revolt proposition 13 the mother of all modern state tax revolts is california s proposition 13 a
1978 initiative measure that limits property taxes to 1 of value and caps annual assessment increases at 2 unless the
property changes hands
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